Design, implementation, and insights from a volcanology Virtual Field Trip to Iceland
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ABSTRACT

Virtual field trips (VFTs) are an effective form of geoscience teaching to support or provide alternatives to in-person field trips. We report on the design and implementation of the Iceland VFT aimed at teaching physical volcanology in a third-year undergraduate course. An evaluation exercise administered following the VFT allowed students to reflect on their learning and provided insights into the student experience. Students found the VFT an interesting and motivating learning experience due to the three-dimensional visualisations, entertaining videos, and being exposed to ‘real life’ volcanic environments. Students made suggestions on how to improve the VFT, including minimising technical difficulties and completing the VFT at home to allow more time for classroom discussions. These suggestions were implemented in the second iteration of the VFT and informed the development of two massive open online courses and switch to a flipped classroom.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Field trips are a crucial component of geoscience courses for learning and developing geological skills and integrating concepts [e.g. Lonergan and Andresen 1988; Boyle et al. 2007; Pyle 2009; Petcovic et al. 2014]. Providing transformative experiences that nurture scientific identities [e.g. Kastens et al. 2009; Pyle 2009; Mogk and Goodwin 2012; Petcovic et al. 2014] and developing visual-spatial skills [e.g. Kastens and Ishikawa 2006]. However, field trips are becoming increasingly difficult to implement due to concerns about time, logistics, and finance, as well as health and safety pressures [e.g. Boyle et al. 2007; 2009; Feig 2010; Petcovic et al. 2014; Jolley et al. 2018c]. Therefore, virtual field trips (VFTs) have become a popular supplement or alternative to ‘in-person’ field trips to overcome such challenges.

VFTs can be defined as a collection of online resources, which can include online video, audio feeds, and activities [Arrowsmith et al. 2005]. VFTs may include elements of virtual reality [Choi et al. 2016]; however, complete immersion in the environment is not the focus of this study. VFTs have benefited from recent advances in technology such as the development of high-quality computer-based learning environments and the increase in broadband access [Mead et al. 2019; Tibaldi et al. 2020]. Furthermore, in light of the COVID-19 pandemic, VFTs can be used to deliver teaching through disruptions or lockdowns [Pennis 2020].

The Iceland VFT was developed for a third-year volcanology and magmatic systems course at a research university in New Zealand to teach students about physical volcanic features and processes at three locations in Iceland (Reykjanes, Heimaey, and Krafla). The virtual field trip was completed in a traditional lecture-lab course where in-person field trips to the location studied were infeasible under current funding structures in New Zealand.

In this paper, we aim to describe the design and implementation of the first iteration of the Iceland VFT, evaluate the impact of the Iceland VFT on the student experience, and provide some general recommendations for wider VFT design and implementation within geoscience.

2 LITERATURE REVIEW

To contextualise this work, we present current research focused on VFTs within geoscience.

2.1 VFTs in the Geoscience Discipline

VFTs have been used widely within the geosciences for a variety of topics, skills, and education levels [e.g. Stainfield et al. 2000; Arrousmith et al. 2005; Houghton et al. 2015; Dolphin et al. 2019; Mead et al. 2019]. VFTs have been implemented for the purpose of augmenting traditional fieldwork [Arrousmith et al. 2005], enhancing basic mapping skills [Houghton et al. 2015], and developing strategies for approaching fieldwork [Dolphin et al. 2019].

2.2 VFT Design

Developing a VFT involves collecting, compiling, and processing visual data from a location of interest to augment or support in-person field work, laboratory exercises, and/or lectures [Dolphin et al. 2019]. The complexity of VFTs can vary from those that provide pictures and text to offer descriptions of an area, to those that are immersive experiences that provide an interactive problem-based approach [e.g. Atchison and Feig 2011]. VFTs can include various types of media such as three-dimensional (3D) visualisations, imagery, and videos [e.g. Hurst 1998; Mead et al. 2019].
Jolley et al. [2018b] defined four critical design elements for successful VFTs: 1) constructively aligned content, 2) assessment opportunities, 3) student and instructor experience, and 4) connection to place and people. The intended learning outcomes for a VFT need to align with the intended learning outcomes for the course to ensure that they match the course curriculum content and assessment [Jolley et al. 2018b]. Assessment opportunities within a VFT should include a combination of formative and summative assessment, and should be designed to scaffold students from a lower-level of learning to a higher-level of learning [Jolley et al. 2018b]. In addition, students should feel connected to a VFT experience. This can be achieved when the course instructor and/or students are involved in the initial development of a VFT, and when students have opportunities to interact with each other during the VFT [Jolley et al. 2018b]. Furthermore, VFT pedagogy should act to develop a sense of place in students [Jolley et al. 2018b], Sense of place describes the collection of meanings and attachments that people make in places [e.g. Tuan 1977; Gustafson 2001; Massey 2005] and has been recognised as a significant component within geoscience teaching and learning [e.g. van der Hoeven Kraft et al. 2011; Semken et al. 2017]. Virtual tools such as Google Maps and Google Earth can be used to help students build their own sense of place by allowing them to explore and interact with the landscape.

2.3 Advantages of VFTs

VFTs offer many advantages to enhance teaching and learning within geoscience. One such advantage is that students have more autonomy over their time as there are fewer time constraints than in the field [Dolphins et al. 2019], which allows students to work at their own pace [Fletcher et al. 2002; Arrowsmith et al. 2005] and revisit VFT locations [Hurst 1998]. VFTs can also mitigate logistical barriers such as poor weather conditions and transportation issues [Dolphin et al. 2019], while avoiding the financial burden of fieldwork to departmental budgets [Jacobson et al. 2009; Litherland and Stott 2012]. Furthermore, increased participation in classroom learning [Litherland and Stott 2012], greater self-reported student learning [Clary and Wandersee 2010], and enhanced student engagement [Dolphin et al. 2019] have been attributed to VFTs.

Recent advances in technology have allowed for the expansion of VFT learning outcomes, particularly in the area of 3D spatial understanding, which is usually an important outcome of in-person field trips [Trinks et al. 2005; Klippel et al. 2019; Bonali et al. 2021; Bond and Cauood 2021]. The implementation of 3D visualisations within geoscience and geography course work is well established in the literature [e.g. Anthamatten and Ziegler 2006; Mountney 2009] and many tools exist in volcanology [Tibaldi et al. 2020]. 3D visualisations allow students to view hard-to-access outcrops in the classroom [Mountney 2009] and permit virtual access to any place on Earth [e.g. Senger et al. 2020]. Studies have found that 3D visualisations have a beneficial impact on student learning and can offer multiple teaching opportunities [McCaffrey et al. 2008; Klippel et al. 2019].

Furthermore, educators are becoming aware of creating more inclusive and accessible field environments [e.g. Carabas-jal et al. 2017; Whitmeyer et al. 2020], especially in light of the COVID-19 pandemic preventing access to traditional field trips [Sima 2020]. The physical barriers presented by in-person field trips [Stainfield et al. 2000] are significantly reduced by navigation in virtual field environments [Arrowsmith et al. 2005]. VFT activities in a predictable classroom environment can mitigate the anxiety issues that some students feel about field work [Boyle et al. 2007], including for autistic and other neurodivergent students [Kingsbury et al. 2020].

2.4 Disadvantages of VFTs

Although VFTs can offer many advantages to enhance teaching and learning within the geosciences, there are some challenges and limitations associated with VFTs. One such challenge is that participants often do not have the equivalent opportunity to interact with peers in a flexible manner as in the field [Hurst 1998]; therefore, it may be challenging to reproduce the social interactions that would occur in the field [Stumpf et al. 2008]. In addition, VFTs only offer an abstraction of the real thing, which means it may be difficult to communicate the feeling of a spectacular geological landscape [Hurst 1998; Stainfield et al. 2000; Choi et al. 2016]. While VFTs allow for the exploration of sites through data, maps, and digital technologies, these virtual experiences are often not the same socially and experientially as the in-person in field experience [Hurst 1998]. In Arrowsmith et al. 2005, students stated that VFTs did not provide the same experience or opportunity to develop communication and teamwork skills as in-person field trips.

Some studies have identified that the cognitive demands of virtual learning environments can be too complex for learners [Hedberg et al. 1993; Land 2000]. Cognitive load theory is based on the hypothesis that for effective learning to take place, a person’s short-term memory can only process a certain number of elements simultaneously [Chandler and Sweller 1991; Sweller 1994]. The demands in virtual learning environments include keeping track of the concepts covered, the integration of new and prior knowledge, and the generation and refinement of questions and understanding based on new information (meta-cognitive knowledge dilemma) [Lim et al. 2006]. Reducing technical difficulties, off-task information, and providing varying levels of scaffolding (learner support) have been shown to reduce cognitive load [Jaeger et al. 2017]. Furthermore, presenting background information prior to a VFT can reduce cognitive load [Petersen et al. 2020].

In light of recent improvements in technology, efforts to reimagine field trips are challenging some of these long-held views about their shortcomings [Cliffe 2017]. Here, we aim to highlight the design and implementation of the Iceland VFT and the associated impacts on the student experience to contribute insights into VFTs within geoscience and volcanology.

2.5 VFTs in a flipped classroom context

The flipped classroom is a hybrid approach, which utilises digital technology to move traditional lecture-based instruction outside of the classroom (i.e. homework or reading), and uses face-to-face classroom time for interactive learning and discussion [Missildine et al. 2013]. This approach sometimes
requires the development of digital technologies (e.g. VFTs) that are available for viewing outside of the classroom. The flipped classroom improves peer and instructor interactions, while approaching concepts from different perspectives resulting in deeper understanding [Bergmann and Sams 2012]. Although there is little research on VFTs and flipped classroom models, we suggest the flipped classroom model has implications for both design and implementation of VFTs.

3 THE DESIGN OF THE ICELAND VFT

3.1 Educational Setting

The Iceland VFT was implemented as part of a third-year undergraduate volcanology and magmatic systems course, which is primarily for geology majors at a research university where funding was not available for an in-person fieldtrip to active volcanoes. The course is a popular elective in the geology major.

The course was targeted to implement the VFT because it has a strong history of educational transformation, a teaching team with interests in geoscience education, and content that is well-aligned with the achievement standards relating to volcanology [Kennedy et al. 2013]. Fifty-three students were enrolled in the course and forty-nine students agreed to participate in this research study. No demographic data were collected for this research. Ethics approval was awarded by the Human Research Ethics Committee at the research university.

3.2 Structure of the Iceland VFT

The Iceland VFT focused on three volcanic locations in Iceland (Reykjanes, Heimaey, and Krafla), with each location representing a distinct eruption style with different hazards and deposits*.

- Locating, describing, applying, analyzing, synthesizing, evaluating these locations deposits and hazards were all parts of the learning outcomes. The learning outcomes are listed in part in Table 1 and in full in Appendix A. Reykjanes was the first location and focused on pāhoehoe lava flows and their associated features. This location offered vent-to-sea exposures of lava flows and the fissures that fed them. Heimaey was the second location and focused on the historic eruption of a’a lava flows from a scoria cone and their associated features. This location also focused on the hazards of volcanic eruptions to society. Krafla was the third and final location and focused on volcanic structures and processes that occur at the surface within caldera systems and the varied volcano geomorphology. Krafla also focused on how geophysics can be used to explore and model magma chambers at Krafla and the future possibilities of geothermal energy extraction.

At all locations, geospatial skills were emphasized and assessed as students were asked to locate, describe, apply, analyze, synthesize, and evaluate historical, geomorphological, and textural observations of the volcanic locations and rocks. For example, the Reykjanes location began with a virtual fly-over, which started in New Zealand and finished on the Reykjanes Peninsula. Students then had to locate the fissures and lavas of Reykjanes on a map of Iceland in an interactive map exercise. After students completed the interactive map exercise at each location, technological components (e.g. instructional videos, 360° videos, digital rock samples and digital elevation models) presented the volcanology content within the VFT. Assessment opportunities included fixed response (multi-choice with feedback) and discussion board questions, which assessed student learning following the instructional videos, 360° videos, and digital elevation models (DEMs).

Following the completion of each VFT location, classroom discussions and applied sketching and evaluation exercises were held, which allowed students to reflect upon and apply their learning from each VFT location.

3.3 Constructive Alignment of Intended Learning Outcomes

VFT teaching and assessment should reflect the nature of the student experience and examine whether students have attained the intended learning outcomes and performance expectations set by the teacher [Klemm and Tuthill 2003]. This offers opportunities for students to develop and understand their own competence with the material, thus supporting their intrinsic motivation. Through constructive alignment, teaching and assessment is consistent with pre-determined intended learning outcomes intended for the course [Biggs 1996].

Teaching and assessment within the Iceland VFT were constructively aligned with the intended learning outcomes for the third-year undergraduate volcanology and magmatic systems course (Table 1) covering the range of Bloom’s taxonomy [Biggs 1996]. We ensured the VFT questions targeted both recall-style skills (lower-level learning skills), and “applied” complex skills (higher-level learning skills) [Bloom et al. 1956]. We ensured the desired learning outcomes were achieved by students in the VFT as they were not able to progress until they were able to successfully answer the questions within each location of the VFT. This was done through multi-choice questions, with feedback provided to guide students towards correct answers.

The Iceland VFT was initially designed to run partly during laboratory and lecture time (4 hours’ worth of lectures and 2.5 hours’ worth of lab time), with the expectation that this would be additionally engaged with outside of contact time. Completion of the Iceland VFT comprised 20% of the course grade.

3.4 Technology-informed Teaching

The technological components that make up the Iceland VFT include digital elevation models, structure from motion (SFM) models, instructional videos, and 360° videos. These components were laid out in a custom-built website interface, designed to be as intuitive as possible. Students were able to use their own devices and a familiar online tool (the internet browser).

3.4.1 3D Models for students to explore

A digital elevation models (DEM) is the digital representation of the land surface elevation with respect to any reference datum. DEMs of varied detail are available for most regions of the developed world. Software such as ArcScene can display...
Figure 1: [A] DEM of Iceland (the red circle locates Hrafntinnuhryggur); [B] SfM outcrop model of Hrafntinnuhryggur; [C] SfM rock model of obsidian collected from Hrafntinnuhryggur; [D] 3D conceptual representation of the dyke and surface flow at Hrafntinnuhryggur.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bloom’s taxonomy levels</th>
<th>Objective verbs</th>
<th>Example questions from the Iceland VFT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge</td>
<td>Define, identify, label, list, locate, match, name, outline, record, reproduce, select, and state.</td>
<td>Locate Reykjanes on the map.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comprehension</td>
<td>Defend, describe, discuss, estimate, explain, extend, generalise, infer, paraphrase, predict, rewrite, and summarise</td>
<td>Describe the process that creates the cinder cone fed a’a’ lava flows.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Change, compute, demonstrate, discover, modify, operate, predict, prepare, produce, relate, show, solve, and use</td>
<td>Sketch what a magma chamber under Krafla looks like.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis</td>
<td>Breakdown, diagram, differentiate, discriminate, identify, illustrate, infer, outline, point out, relate, select, and separate</td>
<td>Provide feedback on the interpretive sketch.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synthesis</td>
<td>Categorise, combine, compile, create, devise, design, generate, integrate, modify, organise, plan, rearrange, and reorganise</td>
<td>Re-arrange the following events into the correct order.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation</td>
<td>Appraise, compare, conclude, contrast, criticise, debate, justify, interpret, relate, recommend, summarise, support, and weigh</td>
<td>Evaluate the plausibility of converting all of NZ to this form of energy extraction.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DEM in 3D, which provides an alternative means to present and interpret geological maps and field data [Whitmeyer et al. 2009].

The DEMs in the Iceland VFT were draped with satellite imagery in a similar manner to Google Earth. The DEM resolution was dependent on the available data at a specific location. Due to the data being hosted online, dozens of datasets were used in conjunction. These datasets included Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) data from NASA (which has a 3 arc second resolution and is available over most of the globe), an 8 metre DEM from LINZ*, and for some locations DEMs were created from drone data using SIM methods (5–20 centimetres).

At the start of each location, students were taken on a ‘fly-over’ where they were transported to each location using a 3D world built from DEMs and satellite imagery. The users were encouraged to click ‘start the field trip’ (Figure 1A). This resembled Google Earth, which many undergraduate geology students are familiar with. Students could pause and rotate the animation at any point. The fly-over represents the travel to a field location, which often occurs in a van or airplane [Jolley et al. 2018]. This was used so students could identify and locate where they were, as well as get an idea of the distances and scales involved.

DEM were used at each location to showcase the varying scales of different landscape features such as tuff cones, caldera margins, and lava flows. These interactive landscapes allowed the students to explore, rotate, and zoom in on geological features and then compare the scales of features. Students were guided to these features in the landscape and were then asked to identify them in fixed-response questions. This allowed students to make their own choices about how they explored a site, outcrop, or sample. This autonomy and authenticity were both critical for developing intrinsic motivation [Jolley et al. 2018a].

SIM models [Westoby et al. 2012; Tavani et al. 2014; Fleming and Pavis 2018] for the Iceland VFT were generated from drone or handheld photography to create detailed models of outcrops (e.g. Figure 1B). The resolution of these models were 5–20 centimetres. These models allowed students to pan, zoom, and rotate the model to identify volcanic features within the outcrop at a much higher resolution than possible using satellite imagery (i.e. Google Earth). Fixed-choice questions accompanied the outcrop models asking students to identify specific features.

SIM models of rock samples from each location allowed students to match a rock with the associated outcrop (Figure 1C). Students were able to rotate and zoom in on the rock sample to identify textural and compositional characteristics. This was similar to techniques used by De Paor [2016]. The models were accompanied by multi-choice questions, which asked students to identify the presence or absence of specific features in the sample.

Furthermore, a SIM model was used to summarise learning at the end of one of the modules to help students understand the ‘bigger picture’. To further illustrate the geological relationships in the landscape, the students were able to switch between the SIM model and an interpretive conceptual model of the outcrop they were describing (Figure 1D).

### 3.4.2 Instructional Videos

Instructional videos demonstrate a process or explain a concept and are designed to aid understanding and facilitate learning [Giannakos 2013; Yousef et al. 2014]. Instructional videos were utilised throughout the Iceland VFT with commentary from expert volcanologists to convey volcanology concepts. Most instructional videos followed a standard format consisting of learning objectives, content topics, brief text coupled with images (e.g. maps, diagrams, models, and geologic features), and embedded video clips. Most of these instructional videos were filmed on location; however, some were filmed in front of a green screen. The instructional videos were five to seven minutes long to keep students engaged and avoid loss of concentration.

Some studies have found that instructor presence alongside quality course content are essential elements in courses that successfully facilitate online student engagement and learning [e.g. Jolley et al. 2018b; Nortvig et al. 2018]. Online students need to feel connected to the educator, which can be achieved through audio, video, synchronous and asynchronous discussions, and practical activities [Gray and DiLoreto 2016; Nortvig et al. 2018]. Most videos featured the course instructor with whom all of the students were familiar, and the videos were designed to align with the teaching style of the instructor and to build on student-instructor connection.

Some of these were filmed as 360° videos, using omnidirectional cameras that capture a sphere around the camera. Viewers get an immersive experience by freely changing their field of view around the sphere. The 360° videos allowed students to pan around the landscape, and zoom-in and focus on certain features. The 360° videos can also render a virtual reality environment via a head-mounted display, and can be viewed on everyday devices (e.g. laptops, phones) via online video services such as YouTube†.

The 360° videos were between two and seven minutes, and included expert commentary to explain and point out volcanic features and processes at each location. The instructor used voice and physical cue methodologies, as recommended in Lindeman [2018], to highlight the important volcanic features and processes whilst filming.

### 3.5 Assessment opportunities

#### 3.5.1 Interactive map exercises

At the start of each location, interactive map exercises asked students to locate on a map where in Iceland their virtual field work was taking place. The interactive exercises required students to click on the map, which integrated the geology of the area with the geography of Iceland using Google Maps (Figure 2A). The map had a tectonic overlay option (Figure 2B), which could be turned on to help students familiarise themselves in the geological context of Iceland. If students correctly answered the question they could progress to the next question, and if they incorrectly answered the question, they

---


†https://www.youtube.com/
were automatically provided with pre-determined prompts to use the tectonic and volcanic overlay for guidance. Students had to complete the interactive map exercise correctly before the next section was revealed. This section was designed to remind students of the broader geological and geographical context of Iceland, which was in response to research which found that students on roadside-style geology field trips did not have a strong sense of place or connection to field sites due to feeling disoriented and uncertain of the broader picture [Jolley et al. 2018c].

3.5.2 Multi-choice questions

Multi-choice questions were the most utilised style of exercise in the Iceland VFT as they provided a way to assess both the lower levels of Bloom’s taxonomy (e.g. knowledge and comprehension) and the higher levels of Bloom’s taxonomy (e.g. analysis and evaluation). The fixed-response questions incorporated pre-determined feedback which was delivered automatically to students when they submitted an answer.

The intention of feedback for correct answers was to confirm, encourage, and expand upon student understanding of the content. The intention of feedback for incorrect answers was to provide information to target common misconceptions, or to direct students to the relevant content within the VFT. Following feedback, the students were required to re-select an answer until they got the question correct. Only then could they continue on to the next section.

3.5.3 Discussion board questions

The discussion board questions were generally open-ended questions which didn’t have a specific correct answer and involved any level of Bloom’s taxonomy. There was usually an element of reflection in the discussion board questions which allowed students to progress to a higher level of learning. The discussion board questions were presented using the online discussion board application Padlet*. Students were encouraged to complete the discussion board questions either before or during the relevant classroom session. Discussion board contributions were not compulsory and did not contribute to the final grade.

Students were encouraged to comment on and rate (either “up vote,” “down vote,” or “like”) their classmates’ answers. In this way, students could receive peer feedback as they were completing the exercises together. There is evidence that peer feedback enhances student learning because students actively engage in evolving their understandings of subject matter [Falchikov 2001; Duret et al. 2018]. Peer interaction also helps to facilitate feelings of relatedness, thus contributing to the development of intrinsic motivation [Deci et al. 1991].

4 IMPLEMENTATION OF THE VFT

The first location was at Reykjanes and was run within a traditional classroom setting, with students sitting row-by-row with the lecturer at the front of the classroom. A team of instructors and teaching assistants guided the students through the VFT material, and students spent the first hour familiarising themselves with the VFT layout and content. Subsequently, all locations within the VFT were made available to students once they had completed the Reykjanes location.

After students completed the first online location in the classroom, some students chose to engage with the other locations at home, ahead of the upcoming classroom and laboratory sessions. This allowed these students more time in the in-person classroom sessions to engage in group discussions. These group discussions were modulated by instructors and expanded upon the content that students learned within the VFT. This allowed a natural progression into the flipped classroom [e.g. Bergmann and Sams 2012] model for this part of the class.

* https://padlet.com
5 EVALUATION APPROACH

Student feedback, teacher feedback, and questionnaires were used to evaluate the effectiveness of VFTs [Arrousmith et al. 2005; Dolphin et al. 2019; Mead et al. 2019; Bonali et al. 2021]. Student reflection was used as a method to evaluate the impact of the Iceland VFT on the student experience.

A qualitative, open-ended evaluation exercise was used to guide students in the reflection process upon the completion of the VFT. The evaluation exercise was designed to answer broad research questions associated with student perceptions on how the Iceland VFT was experienced: (1) How was student motivation influenced by the Iceland VFT experience? and (2) What aspects of the Iceland VFT could be improved and how? The evaluation exercise also informed the researcher (Author Watson) on students’ perceptions of their learning, while providing constructive feedback to improve future iterations of the virtual field trip. The accompanying evaluation design is best described as a qualitative case study, as it uses open-ended (non-numerical) student responses to answer these research questions while exploring a single context.

The evaluation exercise was part of the course assessment and included as an ungraded part of a final lab with a reflection and applied sketching and interpretation exercise which itself was worth ten percent of the final course grade. As outlined in the ethics this lab was not graded but completion marks were collated, and anonymity maintained to the instructor. The reflection and evaluation components took students thirty minutes to complete during lab time and were collected by a teaching assistant. Anonymisation of the responses of the students who agreed to participate in this study were also maintained to uphold participant confidentiality to the researcher and course instructor. Following this, the exercises were coded and analysed using the process described in the data analysis section below.

6 DATA ANALYSIS

The student responses to the evaluation exercise were coded using Microsoft Excel. Coding is a way of categorising the relevant data into a range of different themes to determine the common themes presented in the research. This can then be used to establish a framework of thematic ideas [Gibbs 2007]. The first pass was predominantly concerned with identifying the common themes within the responses to each question. Following the first round of coding, patterns and themes were detected and the research could begin to be generalised (e.g. by counting the frequencies of codes) [Cohen et al. 2002]. The second pass was concerned with reading back through the data and separating out individual phrases to match with the identified patterns and themes. This was a way to check the identified common themes were present. These were assigned in unique categories generated by the researcher (i.e. parroting phrases exactly from the class dialogue), which followed similar methods used in field education research [Dohaney et al. 2015]. The qualitative results were presented within a quantitative paradigm because it enabled the researcher to make generalisations within the collection of individuals in this study, and it also helped to identify patterns within the research that otherwise may not be as apparent [Maxwell 2010].

7 RESULTS

7.1 Impact of the Iceland VFT on student motivation

Of the forty-nine students who agreed to participate in this research study, all students completed the evaluation exercise and answered Q2:

“How successful was the Iceland VFT at improving the following (sketching, annotation, motivation and interpretation)? Weight these adding up to 100 percent and explain your reasoning.”

Here, we only analyse the student responses regarding how successful the VFT was at improving motivation. The weightings of the other learning outcomes (e.g. sketching, annotation, and interpretation) will be included in a future study. Student responses focussed on motivation across several coding categories. The total raw number of code occurrences was 28, and three students had multiple themes represented in their responses. Table 2 summarises the responses.

Students deemed motivation to be associated with the VFT experience being fun, interactive, and exciting (16%). One student’s response noted that it was both a “unique” and “fun” way to learn, while also being “interactive”. Another student commented that “seeing volcanic environments in real life situations” made them excited to learn. Sixteen percent of students found the VFT interesting and indicated that their interest was related to the location and the instructor’s sense of humour: “The sense of humour throughout the videos helped me remember and stay interested”. Twelve percent of students found the 3D visualisations and instructional videos made them more motivated and that visually having something to look at instead of listening to someone talking made them more “engaged”. Another student specifically mentioned that “videos and questions” helped engage their interest and motivate them to complete their work.

7.2 Student recommendations for the Iceland VFT

The last question of the evaluation exercise focused on what could be improved in the Iceland VFT:

“What aspects of the Iceland VFT could be improved? How could these aspects be improved?”

All forty-nine students who agreed to participate in this research study answered this question. Student responses focussed on recommendations across multiple coding categories. The total raw number of code occurrences was 49, and 14 students had multiple themes represented in their responses. Table 3 summarises the responses.

The most frequent response was that students felt that the discussion board questions could be improved (39%). Students noted that it would be better to answer the discussion board questions independently before being able to see their peers’ answers. Another aspect of the VFT that students thought could be improved were the technical difficul-
motivation to learn. Students found the 3D visualisations and relatedness, competence, and autonomy to promote intrinsic
dynamics (20%). Students found that sometimes there were technical difficulties related to the slow loading of the webpage and instructional videos. Fourteen percent of students mentioned that a save user data option would be useful, as when they exited the webpage their progress was not saved. A similar response was that a login system would be useful to allow answers to be saved (8%). Twelve percent of student responses stated that allowing time to complete the Iceland VFT at home would be beneficial, and six percent of students stated that “preparation labs/lectures” as background material should be presented prior to the VFT so that students have “prior knowledge of Iceland volcanics”.

8 DISCUSSION

8.1 The student experience

Student reflections can provide educators valuable insights into the student experience [Scott et al. 2019]. Student answers in the evaluation exercise indicate that the VFT motivated them to learn because the learning environment was interesting, enjoyable, and fun. Students commented on the motivating nature of seeing volcanic environments in “real-life”, and the “sense of humour” of the instructor in the videos. These comments reflect the design methodology around interest in location [Dolphin et al. 2019] and connection to lecturer [Jolley et al. 2018b]. In addition, the VFT aimed to allow students to interpret the volcanic environment using 3D visualisations and videos; the achievement of this aim is reflected in the “real-life” and “motivated to keep working” experience that the students commented on relating to these tools. These aims and responses are in line with self-determination theory [Ryan and Deci 2000; 2002], which propose feelings of relatedness, competence, and autonomy to promote intrinsic motivation to learn. Students found the 3D visualisations and videos made them more motivated to learn and keep working.

We interpret that the technology allowed students to independently explore the geological landscapes and rocks in Iceland, which may have helped develop student interest and ownership of their learning. Ownership is an important aspect of motivation in education through the constructs of interest, value, and intrinsic motivation [Komarraju and Nadler 2013]. The importance of ownership suggests that the link between independence and motivation should be incorporated at an appropriate level in these types of learning activities.

8.2 Student recommendations

Students provided feedback on how to improve the discussion board questions in the VFT. Students indicated that it would be better to answer the discussion board questions prior to seeing their fellow students’ answers. We took this as a sign of metacognition in students who realised that their learning would benefit from being required to independently engage with the material before sharing and discussing their answers [Ambrose et al. 2010]. In the second iteration of the VFT, when students were satisfied with their answer, they were able to click a button to add their answer to the discussion board and reveal peers’ answers.

It is critical to minimise any technical difficulties in a VFT, which has been shown to reduce instructor stress [Jolley et al. 2018b]. In the first iteration of the VFT, students commented on the slow loading website and videos. Video resolution (in particular the 360° videos, which were viewed on student laptops) can be quite large (up to 5.7K), which can present an issue for slow internet connections. As we could not reduce the 360° video resolution without compromising quality, we ensured that the classroom spaces for the second iteration of the VFT had good internet access. In addition, the timeframe for completing the VFT was made more flexible in the second iteration to accommodate students who could not use the campus facilities and had to rely on their home internet connection. Technology and internet access are crucial consider-
Preparation labs/lectures leading up to the field trip so that (i.e. using a flipped classroom approach). In Kobayashi [2017], would allow more time for discussion within the classroom [Harris et al. 2020].

Table 3: The themes, relevant quotes, and frequency count of student answers to Q3 of the evaluation exercise.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Themes</th>
<th>Example quote</th>
<th>Frequency (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Discussion board questions</td>
<td>“I think the Padlet feature could be improved. It would be better if we answered the question individually, then once answered you could then look at other people’s answers. This would help people actually think about the questions rather than just agreeing with someone else’s answers.”</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical difficulties</td>
<td>“The only problems that I experienced were technical difficulties. Some videos didn’t load [the 360° videos] and it took a long time to fix.”</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Save option</td>
<td>“Most recommended: logging in or having your own profile and ability to save answers that you created along the way. This would eliminate the need for PDF submission.”</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completing the Iceland VFT at home</td>
<td>“It would be better if all the students completed the field trips at home and came into a lecture and/or discussion already knowing what has happened. It runs much more smoothly when completed at home.”</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Login option</td>
<td>“Have a login system, allow multiple attempts, each saved separately: create user accounts.”</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VFT preparation</td>
<td>“Preparation labs/lectures leading up to the field trip so that students have more prior knowledge of Iceland volcanics.”</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Some students mentioned that completing the VFT at home would allow more time for discussion within the classroom (i.e. using a flipped classroom approach). In Kobayashi [2017], utilising the flipped classroom approach for a VFT increased active learning and teamwork, which helped foster student engagement. In the second iteration of the Iceland VFT, the flipped classroom approach was more deliberately embedded in the pedagogy, and this structure was explained to students prior to starting the VFT. Students were expected to complete material at home to allow more time for classroom discussion.

Students also mentioned that including a save option on the website would improve the experience by minimising the chance of lost work and adding flexibility. To remediate this, in the second iteration of the VFT, the web page saved all answers as a cookie on the browser. At the end of each location, students could click a button which summarised all their answers and allowed them to submit their work. An added bonus was that the submitted work got saved to a Google Sheets spreadsheet, which allowed the instructor team to review answers in a timely manner, in contrast to the prior method of instructor assessment in the first iteration of the VFT that required students to make print-outs of the online work for course grading.

Students also noted that providing background material prior to the VFT would be beneficial, which can help reduce cognitive load [Petersen et al. 2020]. Relevant sections were taught in the classroom prior to the implementation of the VFT; however, the importance of these sections was not emphasised the first time we ran the VFT. This was rectified in the second iteration and in the subsequent massive open online course (MOOC) versions (see section below).

9 LIMITATIONS

One limitation of this research was that data were only collected for the first iteration of the Iceland VFT. The group of students who participated in the first iteration of the VFT had a strong connection with the instructor, while students from different year groups or institutions may not have a strong connection with the same instructor. This problem may be exacerbated by the fact the student data were self-reported and part of the course grade [Brounell et al. 2013].

Students indicated the VFT was a fun, interesting, and motivating experience. Student responses were typically one sentence and often did not justify why the VFT was fun, interesting, or motivating. The ability for students to self-regulate their learning is an expert-level skill, possibly indicating that the lack of depth in student responses may be a result of students not having acquired the expert-level skills required to reflect on their learning. The current version of the MOOC has student reflections embedded at the end of every module, which may help with more focussed in-depth reflection for different year groups and classroom settings. However, more detailed qualitative surveys, interviews, and instructor observations are needed to better understand the overall student experience and the impact the VFT had on student motivation. In particular, the lack of depth in some of the student responses suggests that greater scaffolding in the reflection questions would have been helpful.

Furthermore, a detailed reflection on the progression into the flipped classroom will be interesting to analyse. The teaching team acknowledges that more thought and research is needed to fully inform and maximise learning opportunities associated with flipping the VFT classroom.
10  NEW DIRECTIONS

The landscape of tertiary education is becoming more flexible and inclusive, while learning platforms are constantly evolving, which can push pedagogies in exciting directions. The skills students need for the workplace are changing, requiring constant re-evaluation of learning goals. This paves the way for new flexible ways of learning such as Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) and reimagining the traditional university lecture with more active and reflective learning. However, the applied and transferrable skills aspect of in-person field trips make them essential components of the geology undergraduate experience.

Ongoing work has included the development and implementation of the second iteration of the Iceland VFT (2019), and the development of the Iceland VFT into Part 2 of a Professional Certificate in Volcanology as a MOOC [UCx 2022a Volcanic hazards course*. Both of these iterations have been benefitted from the research done on the first iteration of the Iceland VFT. Significant additions have been made focussing on communication skills, authentic assessment tasks, and the importance of cultural inclusion. This is particularly illustrated by the online free course Part 1 of edX Professional Certificate in Volcanology: Volcanology field science and society [UCx 2022b]*.

The two MOOC courses are now being used to completely replace lectures in the University of Canterbury’s third-year volcanology course, effectively flipping the classroom and following best practices for blended learning environments and maximising feedback and interaction between peers and instructors.

11  CONCLUSION

This research aimed to describe (1) the design and implementation of the Iceland VFT, (2) the impact the VFT had on the student experience, and (3) determine what aspects of the VFT could be improved and how.

Students found the Iceland VFT a positive learning experience as they perceived their learning in the VFT as being motivating and interesting, due to being exposed to ‘real life’ volcanic environments, instructor humour, and an interesting volcanic location. Students also found the 3D visualisations and instructional videos made them more motivated.

Based on student responses in the evaluation exercise, the aspects of the Iceland VFT that were improved for the second iteration included the online discussion boards, providing an option to save their progress, minimising technical difficulties, providing context prior to the implementation of the VFT, and allowing time to complete the VFT at home to provide more time for classroom discussions using a flipped classroom model.

Based on students’ responses in the evaluation exercise, some recommendations for VFT design and implementation include facilitating the flipped classroom, minimising technical difficulties, implementing appropriate technologies to deliver content, and providing appropriate assessment opportunities that scaffold students from a lower level of learning to a higher level of learning. These suggestions also informed the development of two massive open online courses.
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### APPENDIX A

Table A1: Alignment of the VTF Reykjanes intended learning outcomes, the intended learning outcomes from the third-year undergraduate volcanology and magmatic systems course, and the associated Bloom's taxonomy level.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reykjanes Intended Learning Outcomes</th>
<th>GEOL336 Intended Learning Outcomes</th>
<th>GEOL336 Iceland Virtual Fieldtrip Questions</th>
<th>Bloom's Taxonomy Level for GEOL336 Iceland Virtual Fieldtrip Questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Locate Reykjanes in the context of the fissure-fed volcanism and rifting tectonism of spreading ridges</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Can you find the Reykjanes fissure zone on the map?</td>
<td>Comprehension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Record systematic and detailed observations of an outcrop and a rock of a typical fissure fed eruption of a pāhoehoe flow.</td>
<td>• Discuss physical volcanological processes with relevance to magma properties. • Identify and classify igneous rocks and their geological environments.</td>
<td>• What is the average thickness of each of the pāhoehoe sheets? • Estimate the number of pāhoehoe lava sheets in the outcrop above.</td>
<td>Knowledge/Comprehension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Record detailed observations of the map-scale geology and geomorphology of a fissure-fed eruption (etc. toes).</td>
<td>Discuss physical volcanological processes with relevance to magma properties.</td>
<td>Use the 3D viewer below to explore different features, then select the descriptions for features.</td>
<td>Knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combine your observations with the eruption history to explain the typical morphology of an pāhoehoe flow.</td>
<td>Discuss physical volcanological processes with relevance to magma properties.</td>
<td>What are the structures and textures that are characteristic from front view, side view and map view of a pāhoehoe lava flow?</td>
<td>Synthesis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explain outcrop observations that allow you to identify submarine versus subaerial basaltic volcanism.</td>
<td>• Discuss physical volcanological processes with relevance to magma properties. • Identify and classify igneous rocks and their geological environments.</td>
<td>What is not characteristic of subaqueous eruptions?</td>
<td>Comprehension/Comprehension</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table A2: Alignment of the VTF Heimaey intended learning outcomes, the intended learning outcomes from the third-year undergraduate volcanology and magmatic systems course, and the associated Bloom’s taxonomy level.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Heimaey Intended Learning Outcomes</th>
<th>GEOL336 Intended Learning Outcomes</th>
<th>GEOL336 Iceland Virtual Fieldtrip Questions</th>
<th>Bloom’s Taxonomy Level for GEOL336 Iceland Virtual Fieldtrip Questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Locate Heimaey in the context of the volcanism and tectonism of Iceland.</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Can you find Heimaey on the map?</td>
<td>Knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Record systematic and detailed observations of an outcrop, rock of a typical cone fed ‘a’ā flow.</td>
<td>• Discuss physical volcanological processes with relevance to magma properties. • Identify and classify igneous rocks and their geological environments.</td>
<td>• Which of the following best describes a cinder cone? • What is the typical thickness, height and width of an ‘a’ā lava flow.</td>
<td>Knowledge/Comprehension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Record detailed observations of the map-scale geology and geomorphology of a cinder cone volcano.</td>
<td>Discuss physical volcanological processes with relevance to magma properties.</td>
<td>• What are cinder cones made of? • Describe the process that creates the cinder-cone fed ‘a’ā lava flows.</td>
<td>Knowledge/Comprehension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Record your observations with the eruption history to explain the typical behaviour of an ‘a’ā flow (and the formation of spiky protrusions).</td>
<td>• Discuss physical volcanological processes with relevance to magma properties. • Identify and classify igneous rocks and their geological environments.</td>
<td>• What is a typical thickness, width, and length of an ‘a’ā flow? • What causes the &gt;1 m spiky protrusions on the surface of an lava flow?</td>
<td>Knowledge/Comprehension</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table A3: Alignment of the VTF Krafla intended learning outcomes, the intended learning outcomes from the third-year undergraduate volcanology and magmatic systems course, and the associated Bloom’s taxonomy level.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Krafla Intended Learning Outcomes</th>
<th>GEOL336 Intended Learning Outcomes</th>
<th>GEOL336 Iceland Virtual Fieldtrip Questions</th>
<th>Bloom’s Taxonomy Level for GEOL336 Iceland Virtual Fieldtrip Questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Record systematic and detailed observations of an outcrop, rock and thin section of a typical obsidian flow and fine-grained rhyolite at Krafla caldera.</td>
<td>• Use geochemical data, thin sections, and maps to reconstruct the magmatic and volcanological histories. • Discuss physical volcanological processes with relevance to magma properties. • Identify and classify igneous rocks and their geological environments.</td>
<td>• Make observations of structural features to inform the orientation of the rhyolite (main rock type in image). • What textural features can you see in the rock above?</td>
<td>Knowledge/Comprehension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Record and compare systematic and detailed observations of the map-scale geology and geomorphology of tuff cones and caldera volcanoes.</td>
<td>Discuss physical volcanological processes with relevance to magma properties.</td>
<td>Use the 3D viewer below to explore distinctive features, then select the descriptions for features.</td>
<td>Knowledge/Comprehension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrate your knowledge on intrusions in caldera settings to judge conceptual models of the magma beneath Krafla.</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>• Which of the following statements best describes shallow intrusions at Krafla from borehole geology? • What are the possible models at Krafla?</td>
<td>Synthesis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compare the implications of different geophysical datasets to illustrate the uncertainty associated with the magma chamber size and shape.</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>What geological techniques are most useful when studying magma bodies?</td>
<td>Evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debate the potential eruptions scenarios and the implications for Krafla geothermal power plant and Iceland as a whole.</td>
<td>Realize the importance of igneous rocks in geology and to society.</td>
<td>Summarise the benefits that drilling into a magma chamber may provide to society.</td>
<td>Evaluation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>